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SUBJECT

Boxing Registry Requirements

Items needed for the next boxing registry:
1. Security of the data
2. Reliable storage of data
3. Back-up of data
4. Fighter records available online to the Commissions – Record, medical suspensions,
administrative suspensions, red flags, and especially their Federal ID number and expiration
date.
5. Possibility to have a portal when searching the fighter that would pull any suspension no
matter if it is MMA or Boxing – There could be a standalone search engine that access both
databases and allows the Commission to search a fighter. It would show a medical
suspension if they are suspended on the MMA database and/or Boxing.
6. Ability to search full event results.
7. Ability to enter in fighter info, create ID number and be able to print off the card like the MMA
database has now.
8. Reporting functions – ability to create queries and reports that can be used by any of the
committees or Directors as needed to accomplish the goals or any data we need.
9. Ability of the Commission to add and remove suspensions without emailing to have it done.
We should be able to do this 24/7 as the current set up can be hard to reach at times to
accomplish this.
10. Ability for a promoter to enter the card like MMA database or BoxRec.
11. The Boxing Severity Index should be signified as a score for each fighter
12. The records of opponents fought should be available on the records of each boxer
13. Suspension List that is searchable by query and available to all Commissions free of charge

